
1st March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day           

How many students had a shoe size of 
4?

10 students had a shoe size of a 6.

Complete the bar chart

What colour is the spinner least likely 
to land on?

What is the probability of the spinner 
landing on Blue?

What is the probability of the spinner 
landing on Yellow?

Write the following numbers in order of 
size.

Start with the smallest number.

0.08  0.25   0.81      0.2     0.68

�
The diagram shows a fair spinner.

�



2nd March                                   Numeracy 5-a-day                       

Work out

11 + 1.1 + 0.11

Jonathan sells 17 lemonades for 45p 
each.

How much money did he earn?

What is the next term in this 
sequence?

   6      12      24    48     ___

Daniel earns £24,000 each year.

He spends 25% on accommodation

How much does he spend on 
accommodation?

� �



3rd March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day                     

A newborn baby is a girl

You roll an ordinary dice and get a 
number under 10.

A day chosen at random in July, in 
London, having snow.

A bill of £68 was shared equally by 4 
people. 

How much did each person have to 
pay?

£20 was collected from each person, 
how much change did each receive?

A train leaves Bath at 10:45
It takes 23 minutes to reach 
Bradford-on-Avon.

At what time does it arrive at Bradford-
on-Avon?

The train arrives in London at 13:12. 

How long does it take to travel from 
Bath to London?

�

Which word from the box best 
describes the likelihood of these 
events?



4th March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day                   

Write 8347 to the nearest hundred

What is the value of the digit 7 in the 
number 271,193?

Work out 6.2 − 2.73

Carly needs 42000 blocks of Lego to 
build a large castle.
The lego blocks are sold in boxes of 
100.

How many boxes of lego does she 
need?

Work out the sum of

10% of 420   and    �   of 701
2



5th March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day               

Tilly and Georgia share
this money, so they have an equal 
amount.

What coins/note should they each get?

Tilly: _______________________

Georgia: _____________________

Calculate 382 + 235

Calculate 272 ÷ 8

Arrange in order of size.
Start with the largest.

�

�



6th March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day                

Round 382 to the nearest hundred
Round 928 to the nearest ten.

Henry went on a journey in his car.
Shown is the mileage on his car.

How far did he travel?

A school running track is 200m long.

Ali completes 13 laps of the track.

How far does Ali run?

Draw a diameter on the circle.

Add together:

- The number of days in May
- The number of hours in a day
- The number of weeks in a year

�

�



7th March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day                   

What is the value of the digit 3 in 
the number

          9381

What are the next two terms in this 
sequence?

6   10    14   __    __

The heights of 7 children are shown 
below.

132cm     1.2m    98cm    0.99m    

116cm     1.4m    1.33m

Change 98cm into metres. Order the heights, starting with the 
shortest.

Work out 361 x 29

� Change 132cm into metres.



8th March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day             

Sketch an isosceles triangle
Sketch a right angled triangle

The man is 6 feet tall.

Estimate the length of the lorry in feet.

�

Write down the largest even number 
you can using all four cards

�

What fraction of this grid is shaded?

�
The scale diagram shows a man and a lorry.



9th March                                    Numeracy 5-a-day                          

Write the following numbers in order.

Start with the lowest number.

−5    3    1    −6    8

Name a quadrilateral that only has one 
line of symmetry

What is the difference in grams 
between 1.25kg and 760g?

Draw a radius on the circle.

Benny is paid £200 a week.
Each week he saves two-fifths of his 
pay.

How much does he save each week?

�



10th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                     

Show the time 2:30 on the clock

List all the factors of 18 List all the factors of 30

Alan has 178 marbles.
Ben has 30 marbles less than Alan.

How many marbles do they have 
altogether?

Work out 600 − 173

Sienna has £1.80
She only has 10 pence coins and 
20 pence coins.
She has the same number of each 
type of coin.

How many coins does Sienna have?

�



11th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                      

What temperature is shown by the 
arrow?

A scarf costs £7

Hannah buys four scarves and pays 
with a £50 note.

How much change does she get?

Write 25% as a fraction Write 25% as a decimal

Find the size of the missing angle

Tina says “When you multiply an odd 
number and an even number together, 
you will always get an odd number.”

Is Tina correct?

�

�



12th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                    

What type of angle is shown?

9704 ÷ 8

Draw any lines of symmetry on the 
shape.

Write 20,100,000 in words.

�

Calculate � 16

�



13th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                     

Find x

Work out 12.6 − 3.14

A teacher has 153 sweets.
The teacher shares the sweets equally 
among 9 students.

How many sweets does each pupil 
receive?

Fill in the missing numbers

What type of triangle is shown?

�

�

�

�



14th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                

Find the difference between 903 and 
255.

5 friends go on a coach trip.
The total cost of the trip is £85.

Work out the cost for each person.

Draw any lines of symmetry on the 
shape.

Jonny says “When you add an even 
number to an odd number, you will 
always get an odd number.”

Is Jonny correct?

Nick leaves his house at 1:15pm

He meets his friend 30 minutes later.

Show what time he met his friend on 
the clock.

�

�

�



15th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                    

What type of angle is shown?

Work out 91 + 35 Work out 830 − 318

Work out 14 x 18 Work out 444 ÷ 6

Draw an angle of 50° Draw an angle of 110°

Write down the first 5 square numbers Write down the first 5 prime numbers

�



16th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                    

Write 0.3 as a fraction Write 25% as a fraction

The spinner will land on 6 The spinner will land on 3

�

    �

Name.............................

�

Use a word from the box which best 
describes the probability of each of the 
following events

    

      �

Name..............................

�
Amir makes a fair spinner with six 
sectors.



17th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                  

Work out 398 + 382 Work out 831 − 348

Complete these sentences with  
suitable metric units.

An average man is about 
1.75 ................ tall

A mouse weighs 24 .......................

The distance between two towns is 
9 ........................

Patrick is paid £9.50 an hour.
He works for 4 hours.

How much is Patrick paid?

Work out 918 x 129

Shade  �    of the shape.
3
4

�



18th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                    

Shown is the net for a 3D shape.

Name the 3D shape.

Which day had the lowest 
temperature?

What fraction of the days had a 
temperature below 0°C

A group of people watch 5 TV 
channels.

What percentage watched Channel 4?

Shay says “When you square an odd 
number, you get an even number.”

Is Shay right?

�

�

�



19th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                 

Draw an equilateral triangle Draw a kite

Write down the names of the cabin 
types with a Cot

Write down the names of the cabin 
types with a TV

There are 30 chocolates in a box.
10 are white chocolates.

What fraction are white chocolates?

What fraction are not white 
chocolates?

Work out 542 + 975

The table shows information about cabins available on a ferry

�



20th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                   

Work out 8²

Elijah’s car holds 67 litres when full.
There are 29 litres of petrol in the tank.

How many more litres are needed to 
fill the tank?

A coffee shop sells cups of coffee in 
0.4 litre cups.
In one day they sell 10000 cups of 
coffee.

How many litres of coffee do they sell?

Circle all the equivalent fractions 

�

�
Oliver buys a cola for 84p. 
How much change will he receive from 
£5?

Work out � 81



21st March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                  

Write in words, the number that is 
8 less than 1002.

21   72  27   32  93

Find the sum of the odd numbers

Find the product of the even numbers

Find the difference between 
⅓ of 24 and ¼ of 20

Marvin buys 4 rulers at 87p each

Work out the total cost.

How much change does he get from 
£20?



22nd March                                 Numeracy 5-a-day                      

Write the number thirty thousand in 
figures

How much did he pay for his parking?

Write 1.7kg in grams Write 250cm in metres

14 + 12 ÷ 2

How many people go on the trip?

�

Lenny parks his car for 4 hours.

�

A school brings 3 large coaches and
4 minibus on a trip. 
All vehicles are full.



23rd March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                       

Write 8231 in words

If 4 plants cost £12

What is the cost of 7 plants?

0.7 x 5

How much longer than Song 4 is 
Song 5?

What is the total playing time of 
Songs 2 and 3?

8.9 �  1.12−

�



24th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                         

Find the perimeter of the rectangle.

Find the area of the rectangle.

Find 25% of £60

The total value of the ten coins is 
£2.90. 
What coins did his mum put into the 
piggy bank?

Write �  as a percentage
1
5

�

�
Tim puts seven 20p pieces into the 
piggy bank.
His mum puts three of the same coin 
into the piggy bank.

Write �  as a percentage
3
5



25th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                       

What fraction of this shape is shaded?

Write down the coordinates of P.

Plot (3,2) on the grid.

You roll an ordinary dice and get a 
number 6.

You get a “tail” when you flip a coin

Write down the value of the digit 5 in 
the answer  185000 ÷ 100

�

Which word from the box best 
describes the likelihood of these 
events?

�

�



26th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                  

List the first 5 square numbers
List the first 5 prime numbers

3 + 5 x 2 3 x 7²

How many people had a chicken 
sandwich.

20 people had a cheese sandwich.

Complete the pictogram.

What percentage of the grid is 
shaded?

�

�



27th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                 

How much change should he receive?

Find the size of the angle x.

Four tickets for a trip cost a total of 
£700.

Work out the cost of one ticket.

Draw a 155 degree angle

How many faces does a cube have?

How many edges does a cube have?

�
A pizza costs £7.35
Jim pays with a £10 note.

�

Shown is a cube

           �



28th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                  

Work out the area

Work out the perimeter

Plot the points with these coordinates

A(−2, 1)
B(4, 1)
C(4, −3)

Name the shape ABC

Which shape has 4 lines of symmetry

Which shapes have 1 line of symmetry Which shape has 5 lines of symmetry

Shown is a rectangle on a centimetre 
square grid.

�

�

�



29th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                    

Fahima runs a half marathon.

She started at 07:10
She ran for 145 minutes.

What time did she finish?

Draw a bar chart for

Monday           6
Tuesday          4
Wednesday    2
Thursday        5

Work out 10% of 800

Work out 25% of 28

Work out  � 1

�

Work out  � 81



30th March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                  

Arrange in order from lowest to 
highest

0.2    0.18    0.202    0.3    0.27

Calculate 782 + 138

Calculate 1715 ÷ 7

Which student has the most merits?

Ryan gets 35 more merits in January.

How many merits does Ryan have at 
the end of January?

The bar chart below shows how many 
credits were received by 4 students in 
September to December.

�



 

31st March                                  Numeracy 5-a-day                      

What fraction of this shape is shaded? 
Give your answer in its simplest form.

Draw the net of a square based 
pyramid.

37 x 18 2837 + 829

Find x

Circle all the multiples of 4

�

�
Name this solid

      �

�


